Let N be the population of an irreducible closed Markovian queueing network, and denote by u (N) the throughput of a scheduling policy u. The policy u is said to be e cient if lim N!+1 u (N) = , where is the capacity of a bottleneck station. The quantity J(u) := lim N!1 N( ? u (N)) is called the asymptotic loss of u. The policy u is said to be asymptotically optimal if J(u) is as small as it can be.
Introduction
We address the problem of determining the throughput of irreducible closed Markovian queueing networks. A queueing network is called \closed" if no customers arrive to or depart from it, and there are a certain number of trapped customers, N, which circulate endlessly.
It is said to be Markovian if all service times are exponentially distributed, and it is said to be irreducible if the routing matrix is so. The throughput of such a network is the rate at which customers circulate. Such closed networks arise in many important applications. In communications networks they arise from the use of window based ow control schemes, see Walrand (1991) . In manufacturing systems they arise when part releases follow what is called a \closed-loop" release policy, see Wein (1988) . They also arise in several models of computer systems, see Lavenberg (1983) .
Except for the limited class of product form networks, little appears to be known about the throughput u (N) under a scheduling policy u when the number of trapped customers is N (de ned precisely in Section 2). In Kumar and Kumar (1994) , lower and upper bounds are obtained for the throughput u (N) for each xed N. The issue has been raised there of whether for a given scheduling policy the throughput converges to its maximum possible value , which is equal to the bottleneck capacity, as the number of trapped customers N is increased to in nity. Let us say that a scheduling policy is e cient if this is the case. Su cient conditions are given in Kumar and Kumar (1994) for establishing e ciency. Also, examples are provided where these su cient conditions are not met. However, a rigorous proof of ine ciency was not available. In Harrison and Nguyen (1995) it is proved that the closed version of the counterexample for open systems given in Kumar and Seidman (1990) and Lu and Kumar (1991) is not e cient.
Let us call J(u) = lim sup N!+1 N ( ? u (N)) and J(u) = lim inf N!+1 N ( ? u (N)) the upper and lower asymptotic losses of a policy u. We say that a policy u is asymptotically optimal if these numbers are as small as possible. To understand what the asymptotic loss is capturing, one may note that if u (N) = 1 ? J(u) N + O 1 N 2 , then the asymptotic loss is the constant J(u). While a policy which is asymptotically optimal may not necessarily be optimal for any value of N, it may be an acceptably good policy for large or even moderate values of N.
For systems consisting of just two stations, Harrison and Wein (HW) (1990) have studied the Re ected Brownian Motion assumed to approximate a \workload imbalance process" in heavy tra c. Based on this they made two contributions. First, they synthesized a certain bu er priority policy, hereafter called the HW-policy and denoted by HW , which they conjectured was asymptotically optimal. Second, they conjectured an expression, always nite valued, for the asymptotic loss of any bu er priority policy . Chevalier and Wein (1993) have sought to conduct a similar heavy tra c study for closed systems with multiple stations. However a rigorous basis is lacking for any of these results. Indeed the conjectures are not true in their full generality since a certain bu er priority policy for a certain two station system has been proved to be not e cient by Harrison and Nguyen (1995) . The asymptotic loss of this policy is therefore +1, and so the conjectured nite valued formula for the asymptotic loss of every bu er priority policy is false. Concerning the HW-policy, no result has so far been available concerning its e ciency, let alone its asymptotic optimality.
In this paper we obtain the following results:
(i) We obtain linear programs (LPs) to obtain bounds on the asymptotic loss for irreducible closed Markovian systems with multiple stations. These LPs, called functional bound LPs, provide constants , v and v such that (Theorem 4) , N N + v u (N) N N + v : As a consequence, a lower bound on asymptotic loss is J(u) v. Also, provided is equal to , an upper bound on asymptotic loss is J(u) v.
(ii) While the above LPs consist of L(L+3) 2 variables where L is the number of bu ers in the system, for systems which are balanced, i.e., all stations are equally loaded, we provide reduced dimensional LPs consisting of only S(S+1) 2 variables for obtaining functional bounds (Theorems 5 and 7). Here S is the number of stations in the system. It is far smaller than L in many applications of interest. In some cases, the reduced dimensional LP yields the same result as the larger dimensional functional bound LP (Example 2).
(iii) We show that the lower bound on asymptotic loss produced for balanced systems by the reduced dimensional LP always dominates a bound obtained by extending to multistation systems the two station bound conjectured by HW (Theorem 6). We also show by an example that the lower bound on asymptotic loss furnished by the reduced dimensional LP can capture interactions between multiple bottlenecks in heavy tra c (Example 3).
(iv) Studying the reduced dimensional LP for balanced systems we identify a condition under which every non-idling scheduling policy is e cient, and provide an upper bound on asymptotic loss (Theorem 7).
(v) Turning to two station systems, we show that the HW-policy is e cient and provide an upper bound on its asymptotic loss (Theorem 8).
(vi) For balanced two station systems, we prove that no policy can have a lower asymptotic loss than that conjectured by HW for their conjectured asymptotically optimal policy (Theorem 9).
(vii) For balanced two station systems, under the condition identi ed in (iv), we show that no non-idling policy can have a higher asymptotic loss than the conjectured formula for the asymptotic loss applied to the exact opposite of the conjectured optimal policy (Theorem 10).
Our results for two station systems do not completely prove all of the conjectures made by HW; indeed they are not all true as mentioned earlier. However, we do lend credence to their conjectures for balanced systems by establishing that the minimal and maximal asymptotic losses as per their conjectures are indeed lower and upper bounds respectively; the latter under a condition which guarantees that the asymptotic loss is nite for all nonidling policies. Some such additional condition needs necessarily to be imposed to obtain a nite upper bound on asymptotic loss in view of the counterexample of Harrison and Nguyen (1995) . We conjecture that under the additional condition identi ed by us, all of the conjectures of HW are true for balanced two station systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a description of the system and de ne its throughput. In Section 3 we provide the basic LPs for the bounds on the throughput for xed N. In Section 4 we study the in nite population limit of these LPs, and in Section 5 their duals. In Section 6 we provide a fundamental identity and fundamental inequality. In Section 7, we obtain the functional bound LPs by utilizing this fundamental inequality. In Section 8 we obtain the reduced dimensional LP for the functional upper bound for balanced systems, and also show that the asymptotic loss it provides is at least as good as the pairwise extension of the two station bound conjectured by HW to multistation systems. We also show that the bound can capture interactions between multiple bottleneck stations. In Section 9 we obtain the reduced dimensional LP for the functional lower bound for balanced systems. In Section 10 we describe the conjectures of HW for two station systems. In Section 11 we obtain the functional lower bound for the HW-policy. In Section 12 we show that the conjectured asymptotic loss for the HW-policy is indeed a lower bound on the loss for all policies. Under a certain additional condition we show that the conjectured formula for the asymptotic loss applied to the exact opposite of the HW-policy is indeed an upper bound for all non-idling policies. Section 13 provides some concluding remarks.
System description and throughput
We consider a system with S stations. There are L bu ers labelled b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b L . Each bu er is served by one of the stations, as shown in Figure 1 . We shall denote by (i), the particular station which serves b i . We shall use the shorthand \i 2 " to denote \ (i) = ", i.e., that bu er b i is served by station . Thus the notation \i 2 (j)" means that b i and b j are served by the same station. There are N trapped customers in the system. Customers at b i require an exponentially distributed service time with mean 1 i from station (i). After completing service at b i , customers move to bu er b j with probability p ij . We will assume that the routing matrix P = p ij ] is irreducible. All service times and routing decisions are independent. We call the resulting system an irreducible closed Markovian network. If more than one customer is present in its bu ers, then a station has to decide which bu er to serve. This decision is made by a scheduling policy u. Let w i (t) = 1 if station (i) is working on a customer in bu er b i at time t, = 0 otherwise. Prob (x(t + h) = x ? e i + e k j x(t) = x; w(t) = w) = i w i p ik h + o(h) for i 6 = k:
Throughout this paper we consider a particular long-term average reward criterion lim inf T!1 1 T E R T 0 c(x(t); w(t))dt. It is well known from the theory of nite state Markov Decision Process (see Blackwell (1962) ) that there exists a stationary policy which is optimal. Thus, from now on we restrict attention to stationary scheduling policies, i.e., those where w(t) = u(x(t)) is purely a function of the current state x(t), given by a policy u.
The particular long-term average reward criterion we would like to consider is the \throughput." For closed re-entrant lines, which are systems such that p i;i+1 = 1 for i = 1; . . . ; L ? 1 and p L;1 = 1 (see Figure 2) , the notion of throughput is well de ned as the rate at which customers circulate. For such systems, in steady state we have, Rate at which customers circulate = i E(w i (t)) for all b i ; Thus the throughput is proportional to the probability that any bu er b i is being served, as well as the probability that any station is busy. Hence, to within a multiplicative constant, one could take c(x(t); w(t)) := w i (t) or c(x(t); w(t)) := P i2 w i (t). In the general case where the routing is given by an irreducible matrix P, we will take as our objective function a \normalized" throughput, which has the convenient property that it is independent of the choice of b i or of . Let = ( 1 ; . . . ; L ) satisfying = P; i 0; and
be the unique invariant probability vector associated with P. Let
be the probability that station (i) is busy working on a customer in bu er b i in steady state. Balancing the rate in steady-state at which customers leave and enter b j , we have P i6 =j i i p ij = P i6 =j j j p ji . Since in (2) is unique, there is an such that
Abusing notation slightly, we shall call as the throughput. It is proportional to the bu er utilizations.
Note that for closed re-entrant lines, i 1=L, and so = L(Rate at which customers circulate).
To recognize that the throughput depends both on the stationary policy u as well as the population N, we will henceforth denote it as u (N). denote the relative load on station . We shall say that a system is balanced if = 0 for all ; 0 : (6) Note that since P i2 w i ( n ) 1, from (3) one has P i2 i 1 for every station . Hence, from (4), u (N) P 
Any station that attains the minimum above, i.e., a for which = , is a bottleneck station; it constrains the throughput u (N) to be no more than . We say that a scheduling policy u is e cient if lim N!1 u (N) = .
(More properly, we should say that a sequence of scheduling policies fu(N)g is e cient if u(N) (N) has the limit shown. This is because the state spaces of the systems are di erent for di erent N, and so therefore are the policies u(N). However, we will mainly deal below with bu er priority policies, for which this distinction is only pedantic.) For the particular reward criterion of maximizing the throughput u (N), one can restrict attention to non-idling scheduling policies. These are policies where a station is not allowed to stay idle when there is a customer waiting for attention, i.e., 
We shall pay great attention to the class of bu er priority policies. A bu er priority policy is given by a permutation = f (1) ; (2) 
Instead of considering the continuous time controlled Markov chain, it is more convenient to consider a discrete-time controlled Markov chain obtained by sampling at certain random times f n g. Let us rst rescale time so that P L i=1 i = 1. Attach a clock to each bu er b i , which rings after an exponentially distributed amount of time with mean 1 i , and reset every clock whenever one rings. Due to the memoryless property of the exponential service times, if a station is busy working on bu er b i , then the ring of b i can be regarded as corresponding to an actual service completion. Otherwise we can regard it as a virtual service completion which leaves the system state unchanged. We sample the system at the random sequence of times f n : n = 0; 1; 2; . . .g, with 0 := 0, at which the clocks ring. This random sampling is called \uniformization," (see Lippman (1975) ). The resulting sampled process fx( n ) : n = 0; 1; 2; . . .g has transition probabilities, Prob (x( n+1 ) = x ? e i + e k j x( n ); w( n )) = i w i ( n )p ik for k 6 = i: (10) It is an aperiodic Markov chain, since the system state can remain unchanged after a transition. Due to the uniformization, it has the property that its steady state distribution under any stationary policy is the same as that of the continuous time process fx(t) : t 0g. In
Under any bu er priority policy , x( n ) has a single closed communicating class. This is because the state x = (0; 0; . . . ; 0; N; 0; 0; . . . ; 0), where the non-zero component corresponds to a bu er with lowest priority at some station under , is reachable from every state.
3 Linear programs for bounds on the throughput for xed N Consider any non-idling policy. Suppose that the system is started in some steady-state of the Markov chain (there may be more than one closed communicating class in general), and de ne
Since the policy is non-idling, from (8) we obtain x j ( n ) = P i2 (j) w i ( n )x j ( n );, and so
Moreover, for every 6 = (j), P i2 w i ( n ) 1, and so
z ij for all 6 = (j):
Since the total population is N,
Since P L j=1 x j ( n ) = N, from (3) we have E w i ( n ) P L j=1 x j ( n )] = N i . From (11) and (4) we thus obtain,
From (10), de ning ij = 1 if i = j, and = 0 otherwise, we have
Since E x i ( n+1 )x j ( n+1 )] = E x i ( n )x j ( n )] in steady state, due to aperiodicity, we obtain
Using (11, 3, 4) we obtain
Thus we obtain the following theorem which provides LPs to bound the throughput for xed N. It is the appropriate extension of Theorem 3 of Kumar and Kumar (1994) to closed systems with random routing. Throughout this paper, if T is a LP, we shall denote its value by V T.
Theorem 1: Pointwise LP bounds on throughput for xed N.
(i) Let T(N) denote the LP:
subject to the non-idling constraints (13, 14) , the total population constraint (15), the sampling equalities (16), the equalities (18), and the nonnegativity constraints z ij 0; x j 0; 0 for all i; j: (9)), z ji = 0 for all i 2 (j) with (i) < (j):
We note that for each N one needs to solve a separate LP; hence we shall refer to these as the pointwise bound LPs. In Section 7 we will obtain a single LP which gives a functional bound, parameterized by N. Theorem 2: The limiting in nite population LPs and e ciency.
(i) Let T (1) denote the LP with objective function (22) subject to (13, 14, 20, 24) and
P L j=1 z ij = i i ; (27) ? j z ji + P` `p`j z`i ? i z ij + P`
`p`i z`j = 0 for all i j:
Let T (1) denote the LP with objective function (19), and subject to the same constraints as T (1) . Then V T (1) lim inf
(ii) If V T (1) = , then the bu er priority scheduling policy is e cient. To show the last equality V T (1) = in (i), simply set x j = 0 if either (j) is not a bottleneck station, or if b j is not the lowest priority bu er at (j) under . Otherwise let x j be any arbitrary nonnegative choice subject only to the restriction (26). Let z ij := i i x j . It is easy to verify using (2, 7) that this is a feasible solution of T (1) with value . Hence V T (1) . Clearly V T(1) V T (1) . Thus to prove the last equalities in (i,iii) it su ces to show that V T (1) . Summing (27), we have P 
(ii) The dual DT (1) of T (1) ( iii) The duals DT(1) and DT(1), of T(1) and T(1) respectively, are the same as DT (1) and DT (1) Then the constraint can be rewritten as sn n n + n q nm ? P j n p nj q mj ? p m 1( (n) = (m)) + w (n)m 1( (n) 6 = (m)) + nm 1(n 2 (m)) and (n) > (m)) 0:
This can be decoupled into two separate constraints, one for the case (n) = (m), and another for (n) 6 = (m). Further, since nm is unconstrained in sign, the inequality is A mnemonic for the constraints (29, 30) is the following economic interpretation. For simplicity, suppose the system is a re-entrant line. As noted earlier, i 1 L , and = L (Rate at which customers circulate). For each bu er b i , assign a toll of $s i that a customer has to pay when leaving b i . The total toll paid in a round trip is P s i = 1. In addition, when bu er b j is non-empty, charge a customer $q ij for leaving bu er b i , and pay the customer $q kj for reaching b k . Then, the left hand side is the rate of cash ow whenever bu er b j is nonempty. The inequality (29) then bounds the rate of cash out ow when bu er b j is non-empty. 6 The fundamental identity and inequality
We now obtain a fundamental identity and a fundamental inequality which will allow us in Section 7 to obtain a bound on the throughput for every N, just by solving a single LP. Fix a policy u, and a population size N. Consider any symmetric matrix Q. Then, from (10) E Using E w i ( n )] = i , i i = i u (N), and = P, we obtain
For any constants fs i g, by adding and subtracting E P j;i i w i ( n )s i x j ( n )= i = u (N)N P i s i (recall P j x j ( n ) = N), we obtain the following fundamental identity.
Lemma 1: The fundamental identity. For every policy u, and population N,
Writing P i = P i2 (j) + P 6 = (j) P i2 , we obtain from the fundamental identity that
i;j i p ij (q ii ? q ij ) = 0: From the non-idling property (8) we see that for any constants f i g,
Note that for a bu er priority policy , one can further restrict the maximum in (42) to those i's with (i) (j). Hence from (41) we have obtained the following fundamental inequality.
Lemma 2: The fundamental inequality.
(i) For any non-idling policy u, and population N, 
7 Linear programs for functional bounds and asymptotic loss
De ne the lower and upper asymptotic losses J(u) and J(u) as in Section 1.
We now obtain two LPs which provide upper and lower functional bounds, parameterized by N. As a consequence, they also provide bounds on the asymptotic loss.
Consider a bu er priority policy , and a population N. Let fq ij ; s i ; g be any feasible solution to DT (1) . Substituting (32, 33) in the fundamental inequality (43), and using 
for all N such that the denominator is positive. Therefore, to obtain the best bound, one should maximize P i;j i p ij (q ji ? q ii ), subject to the same constraints as DT (1) . This gives us the following functional bound LPs. (1) for all N:
Hence J( ) v for (48), and J( ) V FB (1) for (49).
(ii) Let FB(1) denote the same LP as FB (1) , except that the restriction (i) (j)
in the rst \Max" in (47) 
Reduced dimensional LP for functional upper bound on throughput of balanced systems
In many applications S, the number of stations, is far smaller than L, the number of bu ers in the system. The functional bound LPs of the previous section consist of L(L+3) 2 variables. In this section we obtain a reduced dimensional LP consisting of just S(S+1) 2 variables for determining a functional upper bound on the throughput of closed balanced multi-station systems. Moreover, we will show that in some cases (Example 2) the reduced dimensional LP actually yields the same result as the original functional bound LP of Section 7. In Section 9 we obtain a similar reduced dimensional LP for obtaining a functional lower bound.
These reduced dimensional LPs are obtained by our discovery of a family of feasible solutions for the original functional bound LPs of Section 7. They involve the mean remaining work W i to be done on a customer in The quantities W i play a central role in Harrison and Wein (1990) .
As in the case of open systems treated in Humes, Ou and Kumar (1995) , the key idea is to restrict consideration to functions which are quadratic in the mean remaining work w := P i W i x i for a station , rather than the more general class of functions which are quadratic in the state x, i.e., we restrict attention to quadratics of the form ? P 0 a 0w w 0, rather than allowing quadratics of the more general form P ij q ij x i x j . Thus we look for a feasible Q We will also evaluate the quality of this lower bound. We will show in Theorem 6 that it is at least as good as an extension of the lower bound on asymptotic loss conjectured by HW for two station systems, and proved to be true in Theorem 9 of Section 12. This extension of the HW bound for two station systems is obtained as follows. Fix any two separate stations 6 = 0 . Then set the service times of bu ers at all the other stations, except and 0 , to zero. Thus the rest of the system is transparent to customers, and it is easy to see that any upper bound on throughput for the resulting two station system consisting of just stations and 0 is also an upper bound on the throughput of the original system. By taking the minimum of the conjectured asymptotic losses obtained by varying and 0 , one obtains a conjectured bound for the original multi-station system. The resulting conjectured lower bound on the asymptotic loss, which we shall refer to as the pairwise bound, is 
The following Theorem exhibits linear constraints on A = a 0] which guarantee that the resulting Q = ? W T AW is a feasible solution for balanced systems, and also rewrites the objective function purely in terms of the a 0's. Thus it obtains the reduced dimensional LP for the functional upper bound on the throughput for balanced systems. The result (ii) below will be used in Theorem 9 to relate the bound to the conjectured asymptotic loss formula of HW. (ii) Also 
Hence, LHS of (47) Now we will show that the above reduced dimensional LP always provides a bound at least as good as (59), the conjectured pairwise bound. This will be done by further restricting in the LP of Theorem 5 the sign of a 0 to be negative for 6 = 0 , and obtaining an explicit feasible, but not necessarily optimal, solution, whose value is (59). Thus the reduced dimensional LP of Theorem 5, which does not feature such a sign restriction, must also provide a bound at least as good as (59). In fact we will present an example (Example 3) where it is strictly better. This will illustrate that our reduced dimensional LP can capture interactions between multiple bottleneck stations. The optimal value of this LP is no less than (59). Hence the value of the reduced dimensional LP of Theorem 5 is no less than (59), and its functional throughput bound is at least as good as, u (N) N N + Max 6 :
Choosing that pair 6 = 0 which maximizes this expression gives the best among these feasible solutions, and is hence also feasible, proving the theorem.
In the following example this pairwise bound (59) is in fact optimal for the functional upper bound LP. Thus in this example at least we have explicitly solved FB(1). Example 2: The pairwise bound is optimal for FB (1) Consider the system shown in Figure 3 . However, the pairwise bound (59) only captures the interactions between pairs of bottleneck stations. In the following three station example, the reduced dimensional LP of Theorem 5 without the sign restriction does capture interactions between all the three bottleneck stations. It clearly results from the interactions between all the three bottleneck stations. 9 Reduced dimensional LP for functional lower bound on throughput of balanced systems: A sufcient condition for e ciency of all policies
Now we address the problem of obtaining a reduced dimensional LP for obtaining a lower functional bound on the throughput of closed balanced multi-station systems. We obtain a su cient condition under which we prove that all non-idling scheduling policies are e cient, and provide a lower bound on throughput given by a reduced dimensional LP. Very interestingly, we will show later in Theorem 10 of Section 12 that when specialized to two station systems this lower bound shows that all non-idling policies have asymptotic loss no more than the formula for asymptotic loss conjectured by HW applied to the exact opposite of their conjectured asymptotically optimal policy, lending further credence to their conjectures. 10 Two station systems: The HW conjectures
In recent years, there has been much interest in studying queueing networks by analyzing Brownian networks intended to approximate their behavior in heavy tra c. The greatest success, in the authors' opinion, has been in the application of this approach to the study of closed queueing networks with two stations. By studying the conjectured Re ected Brownian Motion arising from a \workload imbalance process," Harrison and Wein (1990) made two contributions. First they synthesized a bu er priority policy, which they conjectured had the best throughput for large N. Second, they obtained a simple formula for approximating the throughput of any bu er priority policy for large N. Their solutions are elegant, and provide an understanding of the relationship between the workload imbalance process and the idleness forced on stations, which leads to a loss in the throughput. We now provide a more precise statement of how we interpret their conjectures. Above, is the conjectured variance of the Re ected Brownian Motion which is the presumed limit of their \workload imbalance process." (We omit the calculations involved in reducing the expression given by HW to that above). For a balanced system, this expression simpli es to the following formula (the reader should compare this to Theorem 5.ii): 2 
where, b in( ) := lowest priority bu er at n :
The work of Harrison and Nguyen (1995) shows that the closed version of the example in Lu and Kumar (1991) is not e cient. Thus the above conjecture is not true for all bu er priority policies in general.
In Sections 11 and 12 we show the following results:
(i) The HW-policy is e cient for all two station systems.
(ii) HW (N) (iv) For a balanced re-entrant line, no system can be proved to have an asymptotic loss less than 1 through our approach. where Anti?HW is the exact opposite of the HW-policy. So no non-idling policy can have a worse asymptotic loss than the conjectured formula of HW applied to the opposite of the HW-policy.
These results do not completely prove all the results conjectured by HW (indeed they are not all true), but do give credibility to them. We conjecture that under the additional condition (76), missing in their work, all their conjectures do hold for balanced systems.
Functional lower bound for HW-policy
In this section we focus on HW . We show that it is e cient, obtain a functional lower bound on its throughput, and thus also an upper bound on its asymptotic loss. Moreover, for balanced closed re-entrant lines, we show that no lower functional bound than that for HW can be established for any policy, if one uses the approach developed here. All this is done by merely exhibiting a particular feasible solution for FB HW (1) 
12 The HW and Anti-HW lower and upper bounds
We will now show that the conjectured asymptotic loss of the HW-policy is a lower bound for all policies in balanced systems. We will also show that the conjectured formula for the asymptotic loss applied to the exact opposite of the HW-policy is an upper bound for all non-idling policies in balanced systems, provided that a certain additional condition holds. Under this condition all non-idling policies are thus in particular also e cient.
The rst of these results is obtained by merely showing that the bound of Theorem 6 for multi-station systems is indeed the conjectured asymptotic loss of the HW-policy when it is specialized to two station systems. , it follows that all we need to show is that the minimum of (W 1 ;i ? W 2 ;i ) is attained at some i 2 2 , and the maximum at some i 2 1 ) = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus the minimum is attained at some i 2 2 . Similarly, the maximum is attained at some i 2 1 . Now we turn to the issue of establishing an upper bound on asymptotic loss for all nonidling policies in balanced systems. From the arguments made by HW in favor of HW one expects that the non-idling policy with the worst performance is that which uses the exact opposite ordering to HW . Let us call such a bu er priority policy which gives preference to bu ers with larger values of the index i as Anti?HW . We now identify a su cient condition under which all non-idling policies indeed have a lower asymptotic loss than the conjectured formula for asymptotic loss applied to Anti?HW (and are thus also all e cient). This is more evidence in favor of the conjectures of HW.
This result also is obtained by applying the functional lower bound of Theorem 7 to two station systems. We simply identify a su cient condition under which the LP of Theorem 7 is feasible, with an explicit feasible solution whose value is equal to the conjectured formula for the asymptotic loss applied to the Anti?HW .
Theorem 10: Su cient condition for e ciency, functional lower bound, and upper bound on asymptotic loss, for all non-idling policies. Consider 
Then, (i) All non-idling policies u are e cient.
(ii) u (N) N N+ Proof: Consider the LP of Theorem 7 for balanced multi-station systems. We will impose the additional restriction a 0 0 for 6 = 0 . The proof proceeds in the same way as Theorem 6 followed from Theorem 5 under this additional restriction. Suppose that the following set is nonempty: 
Concluding remarks
Many interesting issues arise. It would be useful to show that, as in Example 1, lim N!1 V T(N) = V T(1), and that nothing is therefore lost by studying only V T(1). This is related to the issue of whether the set of solutions to the dual is compact, see Murty (1983) . It would also be useful if one could investigate and exploit the phenomenon of state space collapse in heavy tra c.
From our analysis it appears that the missing condition in the heavy tra c work of HW is (81). We conjecture that if this additional condition is imposed, then the HW conjectures are all valid, and that there is in fact a heavy tra c limit as proposed by them, at least for balanced Markovian systems. We are also led naturally to the conjecture that whenever a closed balanced two station system admits an ine cient non-idling policy, then the Anti-HW-policy is ine cient.
Finally, we note that functional bound results can also be obtained for closed systems which are not irreducible; see Ginsberg and Kumar (1996) The novel issue that then arises is the competition for service between multiple routes, a phenomenon of interest in communication networks with window based protocols such as TCP/IP, where di erent origindestination pairs share the same communication network.
